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All questions are compulsory.

l. Read the pans4ge carefirlly and answer the
questiorur given below : lxl2=12

Galaxies are the major building blocks of the
universe. A galary is giant farnily of many
millions of stars, and it is held together by its
own gravitational field. Most of the material
universe is organized into galaxies of stars
together with gas and dust.

There are three main tlpes of galaxy : spiral,
ellipticirl and irregular. The Mlky-Wryis a spirat
galary, a flattish disc of stars with trro spiral arms
fircrging from ie central nucleus. About one-
quarter of all galaxies have this shape. Spiral
gala"xies are well supplied with the interstellar
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gas in which new stars form : as the rotating

spiral pattem sweeps around the galaxy it

"o-pt"tt"t 
gas and dus! triggering the formation

of bright young stars and in is arms' The

elliptical galaxies have a symmetrical ellipical 
,

or spheroidal shape with no obvious structure'

Most of their member stars are very old and since

ellipicals are devoid of interstellar gas' no new

stars are forming in thern. The biggest and

briglrtest galaxies in the universe are ellipicals

*ith *usttt of about l0l3 times that of the Sun,

these giants may frequently be sources of strong

radio emission, in which case they are called

radio galaxies. About two-thirds of all galaxies

are ellipical. Inegular galaxies comprise about

one-tenth of all galaxies and they come in many

subclasses.

Measurement in space is quite different from

measurement on Earth. Some terrestrial distances

can be expressed as intervals of time, the time

to fly from one continent to another or the time

it takes to drive to work, for example' By

comparison with these familiar yardsticks, the

distances to the galaxies are incomprehensively

large, but they too are made more manageable

by using a time calibration' in this case the

distance that light travels in one yeaf,. On such

a scale the nearest giant spfual galary' the

Andromeda gala:ry, is two million light years
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away. The most distant luminous objects seen by
telescopes are probably ten thousand million light
yeanl away. Their light was already halfivay here
before the Eadh even formed. The light from the
nearby Virgo galary set out when rgptiles still
dominated the animal world.

(i) The word 'major'
meaning to

(a) intense

(c) huge

in line I is closest in

(b) principal

(d) unique

(a) dust

(c) pattem
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(iD What does the second paragraph mainly
discuss ?

(a) The Millcy Way

(b) Major categories of galaxies

(c) How ellipical galaxies are formed ?

(d) Differences between irregular and spiral
galo<ies.

Qii) The word 'which' in the sentence 'spiral
galaxies are well supplied with the interstellar
gas in which new stars form,' refers to

(b) gas

(d) galaxy
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(iv) According to the passage, new stars are

formed in sPiral galaxies due to

(a) an explosion of gas

(b) the comPression of gas and dust

(c) the combining of old stan

(d) strong radio emissions

(v) The word 'symmetrical' in the sentence "The
ellipical galaxies have a symmetrical ellipical
or spheroidal shape with no obvious structur€,"

is closest in meaning to

(a) proportionallY balanced

(b) commonly seen

(c) typically large

(d) steadilY growing

(vi) The word 'obvious' in line the sentence "The
elliptical galaxies have a symmehical elliptical

or spheroidal shape with no obvious structure,"

is closest in meaning to

(a) discovered

(b) apparent

(c) understood

(d) simplistic
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(a) l0%

(c) 50%
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(vii)According to the passage, which of the

following is not tnre of ellipical galaxies ?

(a) TheY are the largest galaxies.

(b) They mostlY contain old stars.

(c) They contain a high amount of interstellar

gas.

(d) They have a sPherical shaPe.

(viiD Which of the following characteristics of
radio galaxies is mentioned in the passage ?

(a) They are a type of elliptical galaxy'

O) They are usually too small to be seen

with a telescoPe.

(c) They are closely related to inegular

galaxies.

(d) They are not as bright as spiral galaxies.

(ix) What percentage of galaxies are irregular ?

(b) 25o/o

(d\ 75o/o
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(x) The word 'they' in the sentence "By
comparison with these familiar yardsticks,
the distances to the galaxies are
incomprehensively large, but they too are
made more manageable by using a time
calibration, in this case the distance that light
travels in one year," refers to

(a) intervals

(b) yardsticks

(c) distances

(d) galaxies

(xi) Why does the author mention the Virgo
galary and the Andromeda galary in the third
paragraph ?

(a) To describe the effect that distance has
no visibility.

(b) To compare the ages of two relatively
young galaxies"

(c) To emphasize the vast distances of the
galaxies from Earth.

(d) To explain why certain galaxies cannot
be seen by a telescope.
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- (xii) The word 'dominated' in the sentence "The
light from the nearby Virgo galary set out
when reptiles still dominated the animal
world," is elosest in meaning to

(a) threatened

(b) replaced

(c) were developing in

(d) were prevalent in

2. (i) Rewrite each sentence using a form of the
word in brackets, so that they have similar
meanings. Example : Ifs expensive. (cost):
It costs a lot. lx5:5

(a) It's too expensive for me. (aford)

(b) It's not worth buying. (waste)

(c) Can I borrow Rs. 1000.00 from you ?
(lend)

(d) He bought that jacket for Rs. 2000.00.
(pcy)

(e) Ifs cheap. (cosr).
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(ii) I<tentify the roots prefixes and suffixes of the

following words : lx6=6

(a) unnatural

(b) indisciPline

(c) dishonestY

(d) disaPProval

(e) unselfish

(0 outdated.

(iiD Fill in the blanks with appropriate verbs 1
such a manner that the verb is in agreement

with the subject. 1x6d

Once upon a time, kings or queens ""' swor-n

in witlr-great deal of pomp and cgremgnV' 11

that sense, US president-elect Barack Obama's

inauguration in January """ harked.back

memory of those times' Obama's sweanng m

....... brought millions of people to Washington

to celebrate the new American President'

What .;... remarkable ""' the number of

peopte who ""' e'qected to brave the

inhospitable Washington weather to.stand in

long iueues and listen to the president'
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(iv) Trtrit€ the antonyms of the following .

words : I x4=4

(a) Export (b) Introvert

(c) Afirm (d) Add

(v) Transform the following sentences with
given clues :

(a) As thp wealher

(d)

lx5:5
was fine, we w€Nrt

out for a picnic.

The weather being

(b) How beautitul is the moonlit night!

The moonlit night

(c) We have helped the victims
food as well as money.

Not ody

This is the swectest song I have ever
heard-

with

No other song

(e) He has goum riclL he wants morp
mon€y.

In spite of
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(vi) Change the following sentences into
passive forms : lx44
(a) The fisherman caught the fish.

@) When I was young my uncle looked

after me.

(c) They destroyed the restaurant.

(d) The news surprised me.

3. (a) "Communication is considered as the

backbone of an organization." Keeping in
mind the above statement, throw some light

on the importance of effective professional

communication skills. l0

(b) Write short notes on the following : 5x2:10

(a) Kinetics

(b) Physical barrier

5. (i) Transcribe the following words using IPA

symbols: lx44

(a)

(c)

cat

shower

(b) most

(d) table
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6. (a) An International Airline has invited
'-' ufpt.utions for some vacancies of fligh1

attendants. Write an application for one such

post giving full details to the Personnel

Manager. 8

(ii) Un{erline the

words :

(a) both

(c) jurY

(b) Prepare a Resume to be atlached along with

the above mentioned application' 6

(c) What is the basic difference between CV an{

Resume ? 6

7. Write an essay on arty one of the following topic:

within 500 words each' 10

(a) Why do people go to the cinema instead of

waiching a movie at home ?

(b) Has the television become obsolete ?

(c) Environmental degradation caused by human

activitY'

diphthongs of the

(b) Paid

(d) sure

following
lx44
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